HISTORY OF OIL OR GAS WELL

(In compliance with rules and regulations pursuant to ORS 520)

Enerfin Resources Northwest
P.O. Box 1358
Clatskanie, OR. 97016-3358
Phone (503) 755-2010
Fax (503) 755-2030

"C.E.R." (Company or Operator) #13-01-55 (Well No.)

Sec. 01 T 5N, R 5W Surveyed Coordinates (if directional, BHL & SHL): 1,522.40' North and 288.32' East from the
Southwest corner of Sec. 01

Wildcat: NA (or) Field Name: Mist Gas Field County: Columbia

Signature: Rob Lucas

Date: September 20, 1995 Position: Consultant

Date

July 7, 1998 MIRU Mike’s Wireline Service (MWS) slickline unit, run in hole and retrieve tubing stop, packoff, and tubing stop, rig
down MWS.

July 30, 1998 MIRU Taylor pump. Bleed pressure off well. Fill tubing with water and establish injection rate of 3/4 BPM at 350 PSI.
Mix and pump 45 sx (8.9 BBLs) of Class "G" cement down tubing to fill from 1.126'-surface (witnessed and approved by
Dan Wermiel-DOGAMI). Rig down pump and move equipment off location.

July 31, 1998 Cut off wellhead and cut casings 5' below ground level. Set 25' cement plug in 3-1/2" casing and 3-1/2" X 9-5/8" annulus.
Restore location.